Ad-Hoc Crisis Response Committee
Meeting Notes
4/20/2021
Attending: Kody Hersh, Cecilia Yocum, Susan taylor, Nancy Triscritti, Bill Carlie

Meeting opened from the silence
Kody Hersh (clerk) provided an update on contact setup for the listeners. All have been setup with gmail
and google phone accounts to support this work.
Clerk also updated the committee on the publication of the SEYM statement on the STYM website and
that it has been sent directly to Meeting clerks and Worship Group contacts.
Bill stated that some work has been done on reviewing records, but that the SEYM office remains busy
finalizing documents and Minutes from the SEYM Gathering. He expects further progress once this
immediate business is completed.
The committee agreed that the committee minutes be provided to the SEYM office for publication on
the SEYM website. Bill agreed to get with the office to move this forward.
Clerk provided an update on contacts with past youth program participants and coordinators from the
time of Javier’s attendance an YM events. Many of these individuals already have been contacted to
apprise them of the information in the SEYM statement. The remaining past participants to be
contacted were assigned to committee members.
The committee then addressed a concern from a named listener and the need for the work of the
committee and the listeners to be able to proceed in unity with full support from the YM body. Bill
provided an update of the discussion he had with the EC/IBM clerk. The committee did not find unity on
next steps, but did unite in an understanding that resolution of this concern is a matter beyond the
scope for which this committee was created. Bill (as YM clerk) agreed to carry the depth of this concern
forward in further conversations with the YM clerks.
The committee agreed to meet again on 5/5/2021
The meeting closed in silence.

Faithfully submitted
Bill Carlie (recorder)

